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This paper studies the propagation of a plane-strain ﬂuid-driven fracture with a ﬂuid lag in an elastic solid. The fracture
is driven by a constant rate of injection of an incompressible viscous ﬂuid at the fracture inlet. The leak-oﬀ of the fracturing
ﬂuid into the host solid is considered negligible. The viscous ﬂuid ﬂow is lagging behind an advancing fracture tip, and the
resulting tip cavity is assumed to be ﬁlled at some speciﬁed low pressure with either ﬂuid vapor (impermeable host solid) or
pore-ﬂuids inﬁltrating from the permeable host solid. The scaling analysis allows to reduce problem parametric space to
two lumped dimensionless parameters with the meaning of the solid toughness and of the tip underpressure (diﬀerence
between the speciﬁed pressure in the tip cavity and the far ﬁeld conﬁning stress). A constant lumped toughness parameter
uniquely deﬁnes solution trajectory in the parametric space, while time-varying lumped tip underpressure parameter
describes evolution along the trajectory. Further analysis identiﬁes the early and large time asymptotic states of the frac-
ture evolution as corresponding to the small and large tip underpressure solutions, respectively. The former solution is
obtained numerically herein and is characterized by a maximum ﬂuid lag (as a fraction of the crack length), while the latter
corresponds to the zero-lag solution of Spence and Sharp [Spence, D.A., Sharp, P.W., 1985. Self-similar solution for elas-
tohydrodynamic cavity ﬂow. Proc. Roy. Soc. London, Ser. A (400), 289–313]. The self-similarity at small/large tip under-
pressure implies that the solution for crack length, crack opening and net ﬂuid pressure in the ﬂuid-ﬁlled part of the crack is
a given power-law of time, while the ﬂuid lag is a constant fraction of the increasing fracture length. Evolution of a ﬂuid-
driven fracture between the two limit states corresponds to gradual expansion of the ﬂuid-ﬁlled region and disappearance
of the ﬂuid lag. For small solid toughness and small tip underpressure, the fracture is practically devoid of ﬂuid, which is
localized into a narrow region near the fracture inlet. Corresponding asymptotic solution on the fracture lengthscale cor-
responds to that of a crack loaded by a pair of point forces which magnitude is determined from the coupled hydrome-
chanical solution in the ﬂuid-ﬁlled region near the crack inlet. For large solid toughness, the ﬂuid lag is vanishingly
small at any underpressure and the solution is adequately approximated by the zero-lag self-similar large toughness solu-
tion at any stage of fracture evolution. The small underpressure asymptotic solutions obtained in this work are sought to
provide initial condition for the propagation of fractures which are initially under plane-strain conditions.
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Problem of a ﬂuid-driven fracture arises in a variety of applications including stimulation of hydrocarbon
reservoirs (Economides and Nolte, 2000), sequestration of CO2 (Rudnicki, 2000), compensation grouting (Au,
2001), environmental subsurface remediation (Murdoch, 2002), induced caving in mining (Jeﬀrey and Mills,
2000) and transport of magma in the Earths crust (Spence and Turcotte, 1985). Corresponding models of such
fractures may vary in the level of complexity and detailing of physical processes involved. A basic model
would include adequate description of the ﬂow of a viscous pressurized ﬂuid in the fracture channel, of the
mechanical response of the fractured solid medium due to the loading by the pressurized ﬂuid along the frac-
ture channel walls and by the far ﬁeld stresses, and of the conditions for fracture propagation in brittle solid.
The rigorous mathematical solutions of these models, however, have proven to be very diﬃcult even under
simplifying assumption of planar or radial fracture geometries. This state of aﬀairs lies with at least the fol-
lowing two generic issues: (i) inherent coupling of non-linear ﬂuid ﬂow in the fracture channel with the
non-local mechanical response of the fracture (shape and extent), and (ii) the presence of a priori unknown
ﬂuid lag adjacent to the fracture leading edge.
The lagging of the fracturing ﬂuid front behind the front of advancing fracture, a subject of discussion in
the modeling community since the seminal contribution of Khristianovic and Zheltov (1955), has been directly
observed in experiments in the low conﬁning stress environment (Medlin and Masse, 1984; Groenenboom
et al., 2001; Bunger et al., 2005). However, in the view of the complicated nature of the problem, most of
the analytical eﬀorts resulted in either solutions of a zero-lag fracture treating the hydromechanical coupling
to a various degree of rigor (e.g., Perkins and Kern, 1961; Geertsma and de Klerk, 1969; Abe´ et al., 1976;
Spence and Sharp, 1985; Huang et al., 1990; Carbonell et al., 1999; Savitski and Detournay, 2002; Garagash,
in press; Garagash and Detournay, 2005) or in solutions of a fracture with a priori unknown lag under various
assumptions relaxing the hydromechanical coupling, e.g., assumption of a uniform ﬂuid pressure in the frac-
ture (Khristianovic and Zheltov, 1955; Barenblatt, 1956; Jeﬀrey, 1989; Advani et al., 1997; Bui, 1996). Apart
from the above contributions, Nilson (1981) has considered hydromechanically coupled similarity solutions
for an edge fracture in a zero-toughness solid driven by a compressible gas under a constant pressure bound-
ary condition at the inlet. These solutions, characterized by an exponentially fast fracture growth, have shown
a profound inﬂuence of the lag which can account for 15–75% of the fracture length when the gas pressure at
the inlet is 2–10 times the remote conﬁning stress.
The strong non-linear hydromechanical coupling in the vicinity of the fracture front yields very high ﬂuid
pressure gradients, which yield a negative singularity of the ﬂuid pressure when the ﬂuid is assumed to reach
the fracture front, as in the zero-lag approximation. In particular, if the mechanical response is governed by
the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) and the ﬂow of a Newtonian ﬂuid in the fracture is governed
by the unidirectional lubrication theory, the ﬂuid pressure behaves as pf  ln x^ in the ﬁnite fracture toughness
case and as pf  x^1=3 in the zero toughness case, where x^ is the normal distance to the fracture edge (Spence
and Sharp, 1985; Lister, 1990; Desroches et al., 1994). Since a ﬂuid cannot sustain inﬁnite suction, a cavity
devoid of the fracturing ﬂuid has to be naturally present near the fracture advancing edge. In the case of
an impermeable medium, this cavity is ﬁlled with the vapors of the fracturing ﬂuid under approximately con-
stant vapor pressure. Alternatively, in the case of a permeable saturated medium, the cavity is ﬁlled with the
pore ﬂuid which is continuously sucked into the fracture at its advancing edge and is expelled back into
the medium near the fracturing ﬂuid/pore ﬂuid interface (Rubin, 1993; Detournay and Garagash, 2003).
The physical role of a ﬂuid lag in the formulation of a ﬂuid-driven fracture is analogous to that of a ‘‘process
zone’’ in fracture mechanics: the former allows for the ﬁniteness of the ﬂuid pressure immediately behind the
fracture front and the latter allows for the ﬁniteness of the stresses immediately ahead of the front.
As often in the treatment of the process zone in the traditional fracture mechanics, the ﬂuid lag is often
assumed to be small compared to the fracture extent and irrelevant in fracture propagation. The details of
the coupled hydromechanical solution in the vicinity of the fracture edge when a ﬂuid lag is small compared
to the fracture lengthscale has been previously studied in the approximation of a semi-inﬁnite steadily advanc-
ing fracture (Lister, 1990; Garagash and Detournay, 2000; Detournay and Garagash, 2003). Herein, we pres-
ent a general fully-coupled hydromechanical analysis of a ﬂuid-driven fracture with a ﬂuid lag which is not
a priori small on the fracture lengthscale. This analysis is applied to a ﬁnite fracture with the plane-strain
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essential methodology which can be used to evaluate the lag behavior in other ﬁnite fracture geometries (e.g.,
radial fracture). Furthermore, this analysis allows to delineate in the space of problem parameters the fracture
propagation regimes where the lag is appreciable fraction of the fracture length and, therefore, has a direct
inﬂuence on the fracture propagation, and the regimes where the zero-lag assumption is appropriate.
The paper is organized as follows. The model of a plane-strain ﬂuid-driven fracture with a lag is presented
in Section 2 followed by the scaling considerations in Section 3. The problem scaling identiﬁes a pair of dimen-
sionless lumped parameters with the meaning of the tip underpressure (the diﬀerence between the pressure in
the lag region and the far ﬁeld conﬁning stress) and of the eﬀective toughness or viscosity, respectively, which
fully deﬁne a unique solution. Fracture propagation regimes corresponding to the limiting states of fracture
evolution are then anticipated and further related to the evolution of the ﬂuid lag at a constant value of
the lumped toughness parameter. Fracture evolution takes place between the self-similar zero tip underpres-
sure solution and the self-similar inﬁnite tip underpressure solution; and is accompanied by evolving (decreas-
ing) ﬂuid lag, as a fraction of fracture length: from a maximum toughness-dependent value to zero,
respectively. Section 4 describes related asymptotic solutions in the following order: (i) the small tip underpres-
sure, small toughness solution; (ii) arbitrary tip underpressure, large toughness solution; and (iii) zero tip
underpressure, arbitrary toughness solution. Discussion of these solutions and their possible physical signiﬁ-
cance on the basis of scaling analysis for shallow hydraulic fractures and magma-driven fractures in the upper
crust is given in Section 5. Section 6 follows with some conclusions.
2. Problem formulation
Consider a usual model of a plane-strain ﬂuid-driven fracture with zero lag (e.g., Spence and Sharp, 1985)
extended to account for a non-zero ﬂuid lag. A two-dimensional hydraulic fracture of half length ‘(t) is prop-
agating in an inﬁnite linear elastic medium characterized by the Young modulus E, Poisson ratio m, and tough-
ness KIc (Fig. 1). An incompressible Newtonian ﬂuid with viscosity l is injected at the center of the fracture at
a constant volumetric rate Qo (per unit fracture out-of-plane width) to drive the fracture. The leak-oﬀ of the
fracturing ﬂuid into the solid is considered negligible. The fracture is loaded by the internal ﬂuid pressure
pf(x, t) and by the far-ﬁeld conﬁning stress ro perpendicular to the fracture plane. Fluid front x = ‘f(t) is
allowed to lag behind the fracture front x = ‘(t). A lag region of a priori unknown length ‘  ‘f adjacent
to a fracture tip is assumed to be ﬁlled at a speciﬁed constant pressure pf(tip) by either the evaporated fracturing
ﬂuid (in the case of impermeable host solid) or by the pore-ﬂuid inﬁltrated from the permeable host solid. The
surface tension eﬀects (Bui, 1996) are neglected so that the pressure is continuous at the ﬂuid front.
The solution of the ﬂuid-driven fracture problem is given by the net ﬂuid pressure p(x, t) = pf(x, t)  ro, the
fracture opening w(x, t), the fracture half-length ‘(t), and the half-length of the ﬂuid channel1 ‘f(t) as a func-
tion of the position x along the fracture (p and w only), time t, and ﬁve problem parameters. These parameters
are injection rate Qo, the tip underpressure1 Flupt ¼ ro  pfðtipÞ ð1Þ
and the three material parameters (multiplied by numerical factors with a purpose to tidy up the governing
equations)l0 ¼ 12l; E0 ¼ E
1 m2 ; K
0 ¼ 4 2
p
 1=2
KIc ð2Þwith the meaning of ﬂuid viscosity, solid elastic modulus, and solid toughness, respectively.
For an impermeable solid and high conﬁning stress ro (e.g., fractures in the crust at depth), pf(tip), which has
the meaning of the equilibrium vapor pressure, is usually negligible compared to ro. As the result, the tip
underpressure can be approximated by the conﬁning stress, (pt) ’ ro. For permeable solids, the tip cavity
is ﬁlled by the pore ﬂuid sucked into the fracture at an advancing fracture tip, and, pf(tip), in general, has aid-ﬁlled part of the crack.
Fig. 1. Sketch of a two-dimensional ﬂuid-driven fracture.
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lowing two limiting cases. The ﬁrst limiting case corresponds to fast fracture propagation (or nearly imperme-
able solid) when signiﬁcant depression of pore ﬂuid pressure at the fracture front causes cavitation of the pore
ﬂuid in the tip cavity, and pf(tip) is given by the pore-ﬂuid vapor pressure. The second limiting case corresponds
to slow fracture propagation (or very permeable solid) when pore ﬂuid pressure in the lag is uniform and equil-
ibrated with the far ﬁeld pore pressure po, and the tip underpressure is equal to the far-ﬁeld eﬀective conﬁning
stress, (pt) = ro  po.
The analysis presented herein makes use of the assumption of a constant underpressure in the lag region,
and, therefore, is strictly applicable to either the case of impermeable solid or the two limiting cases of per-
meable solid as outlined above. Additionally, the analysis assumes that tip underpressure is non-negative,
(pt)P 0, or equivalently, that the net-loading in the lag region is compressive,2 pt 6 0, and it acts to inhibit
fracture propagation.
Using problem symmetry with respect to the crack inlet x = 0, governing equations and boundary condi-
tions are presented over the half of the crack, 0 6 x 6 ‘, as follows.
Fluid ﬂow in the fracture. Fluid ﬂow in the ﬂuid-ﬁlled part of the fracture is described by equations of lubri-
cation theory (Batchelor, 1967), namely, local and global continuity equations and the Poiseuille law. The inte-
gral form of the local continuity equation and the Poiseuille law can be written as2 Tho
ot
Z ‘f
x
wdx ¼ q; q ¼ w
3
l0
op
ox
ð0 6 x < ‘fÞ ð3Þwhere q is the ﬂuid ﬂow rate per unit (out-of-plane) width. Global ﬂuid continuity requires the injected ﬂuid
volume per unit crack out-of-plane width to be equal to the volume of the ﬂuid-ﬁlled part of the fracture,2
Z ‘f
0
wdx ¼ Qot ð4ÞIn the ﬂuid lag zone,pðx; tÞ ¼ pt < 0 ð‘f 6 x 6 ‘Þ ð5Þ
According to the ﬂuid (and net) pressure continuity, lag condition (5) provides the net-pressure boundary con-
dition at the ﬂuid front x = ‘f for the ﬂuid ﬂow equations (3).
Fracture opening. Net-pressure p is related to the dislocation density ow/ox by an integral relation of the linear
elasticity theory (e.g., Bilby and Eshelby, 1968)pðx; tÞ ¼  E
0
2p
Z ‘
0
owðs; tÞ
os
sds
s2  x2 ð0 6 x 6 ‘Þ ð6ÞSneddon and Lowengrub (1969) provide an inverse of Eq. (6), which, on account of Eq. (5), has the forme far ﬁeld conﬁning stress roP pf(lag)P 0.
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Z ‘f
0
G
x
‘
;
s
‘
  pðs; tÞ
E0
dsþ pt
E0
Z ‘
‘f
G
x
‘
;
s
‘
 
ds ð0 6 x 6 ‘Þ ð7ÞThe integral kernel G is deﬁned byG n; n0ð Þ ¼ 4
p
ln
ð1 n2Þ1=2 þ ð1 n02Þ1=2
ð1 n2Þ1=2  ð1 n02Þ1=2

 ð8ÞFracture propagation. The LEFM fracture propagation criterion (e.g., Kanninen and Popelar, 1985) relies on
the assumption of mobile equilibrium, whereby the mode I fracture stress intensity factor KI is equal to the
solid toughness KIc,KI ¼ KIc ð9Þ
The propagation condition (9) can be expressed as an asymptotic condition for the fracture opening at the tip
(Irvin, 1957)w ¼ K
0
E0
ð‘ xÞ1=2 ð‘ x ‘Þ ð10ÞThe equivalent form of Eq. (9) is obtained from the expression for KI for a plane-strain crack in the form
which makes use of the uniform net loading in the lag, Eq. (5),K 0 ¼ 8
p
ð2‘Þ1=2
Z ‘f
0
pðx; tÞdx
‘2  x2 1=2 þ pt
Z ‘
‘f
dx
ð‘2  x2Þ1=2
 !
ð11Þ3. Scaling
Let us consider normalized fracture length c, normalized ﬂuid channel length cf, normalized net-pressure P
and normalized fracture opening X in the form inspired by the scaling analysis of the zero-lag fracture
(Detournay, 2004)‘ðtÞ ¼ LðtÞcðtÞ
‘fðtÞ ¼ LðtÞcfðtÞ
pðx; tÞ ¼ eðtÞE0Pðn; tÞ
wðx; tÞ ¼ eðtÞLðtÞXðn; tÞ
ð12Þwhere L(t) is the lengthscale of the ﬂuid channel and e(t) is a small factor O(p/E 0). The normalized ﬁeld vari-
ables introduced above are a function of time t and a spatial coordinate, which can be taken in either of the
forms:n ¼ x
‘ðtÞ ; f ¼
x
‘fðtÞ ð13ÞThe crack coordinate n is useful to formulate equations along the whole crack extent (x 2 (0, ‘) corresponds
to n 2 (0, 1)) such as elasticity equation (7), while the channel coordinate f is useful to formulate equations
along the channel (ﬂuid-invaded) part of the crack (x 2 (0, ‘f) corresponds to f 2 (0, 1)). The ﬂuid front posi-
tion in the n-coordinate is denoted by nf and can be also interpreted as the ﬂuid fraction (i.e. the channel
length as the fraction of the crack length):nfðtÞ ¼
‘fðtÞ
‘ðtÞ ¼
cfðtÞ
cðtÞ ð14ÞThe normalized ﬂuid lag (i.e., the lag length as the fraction of the crack length) is 1  nf. The ﬂuid fraction nf
can vary between asymptotic zero value (nf! 0) and the unity (nf = 1) corresponding to the dry fracture (max-
imum lag) and to the fully ﬂuid-ﬁlled fracture (zero lag), respectively.
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dition (5). Fracture opening w is comprised from positive contribution of O(‘fp/E
0) from the loading in the
ﬂuid channel and negative contribution O((‘  ‘f)pt/E 0) from the loading in the lag. Since the former exceeds
the absolute value of the latter for an open crack (wP 0), the opening scales with the loading in the ﬂuid chan-
nel, w = O(‘fp/E
0). Then scaling for the crack opening, Eq. (12)d, follows from Eqs. (12)b–c if L(t) has the
meaning of the ﬂuid channel lengthscale, L = O(‘f). Accordingly, the normalized ﬁeld variables introduced
in Eqs. (12) are O(1) with possible exception for the normalized fracture length, c ¼ Oð‘=‘fÞ ¼ Oðn1f Þ, which
can be large if the extent of the ﬂuid channel, parametrized by nf, is small.
Expression for the small parameter e(t) follows from the ﬂuid global continuity (4), which suggests that
w‘f = O(Qot), and together with Eqs. (12)b–d yieldseðtÞ ¼ Qot
L2ðtÞ ð15ÞA choice of the lengthscale L(t), which, in view of Eq. (15), actually deﬁnes particular scaling, Eqs. (12), will be
discussed following the introduction of the normalized equations.3.1. Normalized equations in terms of the channel coordinate f
Substitution of the scaling equations (12) and of the convenient alternative form for the normalized fracture
openingXf ¼ Xcf
ð16Þinto governing equations (3)–(11) results in the set of normalized equations expressed below in terms of the
channel coordinate f. (Expression of the normalized equations in terms of the crack coordinate n (=nff) is gi-
ven in Appendix A.)
• Lubrication equation1þ 2 t _cf
cf
	 
 Z 1
f
Xf dfþ dþ t _cfcf
	 

fXf þ
Z 1
f
t _Xf df ¼ 
X
3
f
M
oP
of
; f 2 ð0; 1Þ ð17Þwhere the superposed dot corresponds to the partial time derivative at ﬁxed f, (o/ot)jf, and d ¼ t _L=L is equal
to a constant 2/3 for fracture scalings deﬁned in Section 3.2.
• Pressure condition in the lagP ¼ T; f 2 ½1; n1f  ð18Þ
• Global continuity2c2f
Z 1
0
Xf df ¼ 1 ð19Þ• ElasticityXf ¼
Z 1
0
Gfðf; f0ÞPðf0; tÞdf0 T
Z 1=nf
1
Gfðf; f0Þdf0; f 2 ð0; n1f Þ ð20Þwhere scaled elastic kernel is Gf(f, f 0) = G(nff, nff 0).
• Propagation conditionXf ¼ K
n1=2f
c1=2f ð1 nffÞ1=2; 1 nff 1 ð21Þor, alternatively,
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n1=2f
¼ 2
7=2
p
c1=2f
Z 1
0
Pdf
1 n2f f2
 1=2 Tnf arccos nf
 !
ð22ÞSolution Fðf; tÞ ¼ fX;P; cf ; nfg of the above set of normalized equations (17)–(22) with (16) depends on
the set of three dimensionless groups associated with viscosity, toughness, and tip underpressure,
respectively,M ¼ l
0
tE0e3
; K ¼ K
0
eE0L1=2
; T ¼ pt
eE0
¼ ro  pfðtipÞ
eE0
ð23Þwhere e is the function, Eq. (15), of the lengthscale L.
3.2. Viscosity and toughness scalings
To establish a particular scaling of the form given by Eqs. (12) and (15), the ﬂuid channel lengthscale L(t)
has to be speciﬁed, for example, by setting one of the dimensionless groups, Eq. (23), to unity. The remaining
two groups will constitute dimensionless parameters governing the normalized solution of Eqs. (17)–(22). Sim-
ilarly to the zero-lag case (Detournay, 2004), by setting eitherM ¼ 1 orK ¼ 1 one can obtain the viscosity-
or toughness-scaling characterized by the lengthscale L independent of the toughness K 0 or viscosity l 0,
respectively. The viscosity scaling can be physically motivated by a propagation regime where the eﬀect of
toughness K 0 is small compared to that of the ﬂuid viscosity l 0. The toughness scaling can be motivated by
a regime where the eﬀect of viscosity is small compared to that of toughness. Argument about dominant
energy dissipation mechanism (viscous dissipation in the ﬂuid versus dissipation due to the fracturing of
the solid) can be also used to delineate the above two regimes (Detournay, 1999). Analogously introduced
tip underpressure-scaling (T ¼ 1) cannot be physically motivated, since the eﬀect of the underpressure in
the lag region is never a dominant one for an open propagating crack when compared to the eﬀect of the
net ﬂuid loading on either the crack opening expression (20) or the crack propagation condition (22).
Expressions for the lengthscale L in the viscosity- and toughness-scalings and corresponding expressions for
the dimensionless groups are listed in Table 1. The normalized solutionFðf; tÞ ¼ fX;P; cf ; nfg in the viscosity
or toughness scalings is a function of the dimensionless position f, an evolutionary tip underpressure param-
eter (TmðtÞ orTkðtÞ), and a constant parameter (Km orMk):F ¼Fmðf;Tm;KmÞ andF ¼Fkðf;Tk;MkÞ,
respectively.
Substitution of the appropriate expressions for the dimensionless groupsM,K, andT from Table 1 into
Eqs. (17)–(22) yields two sets of governing equations in the viscosity and toughness scalings, respectively. The
time derivative terms t(o/ot) in lubrication equation (17) can be expressed in terms of the derivative in evolu-
tionary parameter TmðtÞ or TkðtÞ ast
o
ot
¼ 1
3
Tm;k
o
oTm;k
ð24ÞAlternatively, time-dependence of the hydraulic fracture can be described in terms of either of the dimension-
less times sm;k ¼T3m;k, which can be further written via the viscosity tm and the toughness tk timescales assm;k ¼ ttm;k with tm ¼
E03
ðptÞ3
l0
E0
; tk ¼ E
03
ðptÞ3
K 04
E04Qo
ð25ÞDimensionless parameters and ﬁeld quantities in the two scalings bear a simple relationMk ¼K4m ; Tk ¼K4=3m Tm ð26Þ
cfk
cfm
¼ ck
cm
¼ Lm
Lk
¼K2=3m ;
Pk
Pm
¼ m
k
¼K4=3m ;
Xk
Xm
¼K2=3m ð27ÞSimilitude between any two-dimensional solutions of hydraulic fracture is achieved when dimensionless tough-
nessKm is invariant and the ranges of dimensionless time-dependent stress of the two solutions are the same.
Table 1
Scaling factors  and L and dimensionless groupsM, K, and T in the viscosity and the toughness scalings
Viscosity-scaling Toughness-scaling
L
Lm ¼ E
01=4Q3=4o t
l01=4
 !2=3
Lk ¼ E
0Qot
K 0
 2=3
e em ¼ l
0
E0t
 1=3
ek ¼ K
04
E04Qot
 1=3
M Mm ¼ 1 Mk ¼ E
03Qol0
K 04
K Km ¼ K
0
E03=4Q1=4o l01=4
1
T Tm ¼ ptE0
 
E0t
l0
!1=3
Tk ¼ ptE0
 
E04Qot
K 04
!1=3
Indices m and k are used to identify quantities in the two respective scalings.
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Limiting propagation regimes of the ﬂuid-driven fracture with a lag can be deﬁned in terms of a pair of
dimensionless numbers: toughness Km and underpressure Tm in the viscosity scaling, or viscosity Mk and
underpressure Tk in the toughness scaling. Number Km or Mk deﬁnes the balance between the two energy
dissipation mechanisms corresponding to the fracturing of the solid and to the ﬂow of viscous ﬂuid in the frac-
ture channel. In the limit when Km  1, fracture propagation is dominated by the dissipation in the ﬂuid
(propagation along a preexisting discontinuity), while in the limitMk  1, the fracture propagation is dom-
inated by solid toughness (the inviscid ﬂuid approximation).
The dimensionless underpressureTm;k is naturally linked to the existence of a non-zero lag, since when the
lag is zero, the ﬂuid and fracture fronts coincide, the pressure boundary condition at the ﬂuid front, Eq. (18) or
(5), is no longer applicable, and the ﬂuid pressure at the fracture tip is the part of the solution. SinceTm;k is the
only parameter which embodies the conﬁning stress, Eq. (23), the solution for the net-pressure (ﬂuid pressure
minus the conﬁning stress) under the zero lag condition is independent of the conﬁning stress. Limiting con-
ditions which correspond to the vanishing ﬂuid lag 1  nf and, on the opposite end, vanishing ﬂuid fraction nf
can be identiﬁed from the following considerations.
• Fluid lag vanishes in the zero viscosity limitMk ! 0 ðKm !1Þ. Indeed, lubrication equation (17) suggests
that the pressure gradient vanishes withMk; oPk=of ¼ OðMkÞ, everywhere along the ﬂuid-ﬁlled part of the
fracture. If the lag does not simultaneously vanish, then by continuity at the ﬂuid front, Eq. (18), the net-
pressure in the crack is uniform and is equal to the negative value ðTkÞ in the lag. The latter would imply
negative crack opening, and, therefore, contradicts the assumption of an open partially ﬂuid-ﬁlled crack.
• Similarly, ﬂuid lag has to vanish in the limit of inﬁnitely large underpressureTk;m !1, since otherwise it
would incur diverging pressure in the ﬂuid-ﬁlled part, Pk,m !1, to insure positiveness of crack opening,
Eq. (20), and validity of the fracture propagation criteria (22).
• Consistently with the above, the lag is a decreasing function of both underpressureTm and toughnessKm
parameters: for a constant value of dimensionless toughness Km, the maximum value of the lag corre-
sponds to the zero underpressure limit.
• In the zero underpressure limit, the lag spans entire crack, 1  nf! 1, (i.e. ﬂuid fraction vanishes, nf! 0)
when toughness is zeroKm ! 0, and the lag is zero 1  nf! 0 (i.e. the fracture is fully ﬂuid-ﬁlled, nf! 1)
when toughness is inﬁniteKm !1 (or viscosity is zeroMk ! 0). To demonstrate the former, consider the
case when the eﬀects of the underpressure and the toughness are small (in the viscosity scaling:Tm  1 and
Km  1). PressureP in the channel monotonically decreases with the distance form the inlet and attains its
minimum value ðTmÞ at the ﬂuid front, Eq. (18). Vanishing tip underpressure, therefore, implies that the
pressure Pm is non-negative, and, furthermore, is not everywhere zero in order for the crack to be open
and to accommodate the volume of injected ﬂuid, Eq. (19). Consequently, the integral in the right side
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Eq. (22), OðKm=n1=2f Þ, or by the underpressure term in the right side of Eq. (22), OðTm=nfÞ. Thus, the ﬂuid
fraction vanishes, nf! 0, as the larger of the two vanishing parameters:Fig. 2.
drivennf ¼ OðK
2
mÞ; Tm 6K2m  1
OðTmÞ; K2m 6Tm  1

ð28ÞZero toughness, zero underpressure limit corresponds to an unstable fracture which is neither conﬁned by
the underpressure in the lag region, nor does the solid has any resistance to its propagation. Such that upon
application of an inﬁnitesimal ﬂuid loading via ﬂuid injection at the inlet the fracture tends to ‘‘run away’’
inﬁnitely fast. Since ﬂow of viscous ﬂuid can commence only at a ﬁnite velocity for ﬁnite pressure gradients,
ﬂuid front in the fracture lags signiﬁcantly behind the front of the run-away fracture. When the toughness
and the underpressure parameters are small (but at least one of them is non-zero), the fracture propagates
with large but ﬁnite velocity and the injected ﬂuid forms a boundary layer near the fracture inlet. On the
lengthscale of the fracture (i.e. away form the inlet ﬂuid boundary layer), fracture loading can thus be
approximated by a pair of net point-forces applied at the fracture origin.
Based on the discussion above, the normalized solution for the ﬂuid-driven fracture propagation with a lag in
an elastic medium can be represented in the so-called MKO parametric diagram (Fig. 2). The OK and MK
edges of the diagram correspond to the zero underpressure/time ðTm;k ¼ 0Þ and inﬁnite underpressure/time
ðTm;k ¼ 1Þ asymptotic limits, while the OM edge and the K-vertex correspond to the viscosity-dominated
(zero toughness) and toughness-dominated (zero viscosity) limits, respectively. Solution trajectories in the
MKO space, characterized by a given value of dimensionless toughnessKm (or viscosityMk), originate from
the OK edge where the lag is maximum and evolve towards the MK edge where the lag vanishes. In the tough-
ness-dominated regime ðMk ¼ 0Þ the trajectory reduces to a point (K-vertex) since the lag is zero for any value
of underpressure and no evolution of the normalized solution is taking place.
The beginning (zero underpressure limit, the OK edge) and the end (zero lag limit, the MK edge) of the
fracture evolution correspond to the self-similar solutions of the respective time-independent limits of the nor-
malized equations (17)–(22), so that the time dependence of dimensional opening, pressure, lag, and crack
length are deﬁned by that of the respective scaling, see Eqs. (12) and Table 1. The zero-lag solution of Spence
and Sharp (1985) provides solution for the MK-edge, while the behavior of the solution at and near the M-
and K-vertices along this edge has been investigated by Carbonell et al. (1999), Adachi and Detournay (2002),
Garagash and Detournay (2002, 2005), and Garagash (2000, in press), respectively. The OK-edge solution and(a) (b)
(a) Schematic evolution of the fracture in the zero toughness case (OM-edge). (b) Parametric space MKO for a plane-strain ﬂuid-
fracture in an elastic solid under the condition of zero ﬂuid leak-oﬀ.
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for the transient solution in the MKO triangle and together with the MK-edge solution provides asymptotic
bounds on the important fracture variables (length, lag, etc.).
4. Asymptotic solutions
4.1. Small tip underpressure, small toughness solution (O-corner)
In this section we consider solution regime characterized by small underpressure/time Tm  1 and small
toughnessKm  1, corresponding to the vicinity of O-vertex in the MKO parametric space, Fig. 2. Per pre-
ceding discussion, O-vertex is singular as it corresponds to a non-physical limit of zero resistance to fracture
and zero underpressure in the lag. However, solution in the vicinity of the vertex when at least one of the two
parameters fTm;Kmg is non-zero has a clear physical meaning corresponding to a ﬂuid-driven fracture prop-
agating in the solid of low toughness, or driven by ﬂuid of high viscosity, and either under low tip underpres-
sure, or at early time. It is expected that in this small underpressure, small toughness regime, ﬂuid invades only
a small fraction of the fracture length nf 1, and that the extent of this ‘‘ﬂuid boundary layer’’ (BL) at the
crack inlet scales with the larger of the two parameters: Tm and K
2
m, Eq. (28).
Governing equations for the ﬂuid-driven fracture in viscosity scaling are given by Eqs. (17)–(22) and
Table 1. The solution strategy is to expand the solution in the ﬂuid BL, inner expansion, and away from
the BL, outer expansion, in a small unknown ﬂuid fraction nf 1. Using these expansions in the fracture
propagation condition will then provide the solution for nf.
Elasticity expression (20) for the opening allows the following inner and outer expansions in the small
parameter nf:3 Terf ¼ Oð1Þ: Xfm ¼ 1f hPmi þ xmðfÞ  4
Tm
nf
þ    ð29Þ
n ¼ Oð1Þ: Xfm ¼ Gðn; 0ÞhPmi  4Tmnf
ð1 n2Þ1=2 þ    ð30Þrespectively. In the above, f is a logarithmically small quantityf ¼ p
8 lnð2=nfÞ
ð31Þwhile the average net-pressure in the ﬂuid boundary layer, hPmi, and the function xm(f) are deﬁned as follows:hPmi ¼
Z 1
0
Pm df; xmðfÞ ¼  4p
Z 1
0
ln j f2  f02 j Pmðf0Þdf0 ð32ÞSimilar expansion of the propagation condition (22) yieldsp
27=2
Km
n1=2f c
1=2
f
¼ hPmi  p
2
Tm
nf
þ    ð33Þ(Note that truncated terms in Eq. (29) and Eqs. (30) and (33) are Oð1f Tm; cfPmn2f Þ and OðTm;Pmn2f Þ,
respectively).
As anticipated from the scaling, the leading term in the fracture opening away from the inlet, Eq. (30), is
given by the solution for a crack loaded by a pair of point forces hPmi at the origin. Expansion of the opening
in the inlet BL, Eq. (29), involves logarithmically large quantity 1f , Eq. (31), which is consistent with the log-
arithmic singularity in the outer expansion (30) if extended to the fracture inlet.3
Based on inner expansion (29), global ﬂuid continuity (19) and lubrication (17) equations, we can obtain the
following estimates for the BL solution: Xfm ¼ Oð1f PmÞ, cfm ¼ OðX
1=2
m Þ, and Pm ¼ OðX
2
f Þ, respectively.m G(n, 0) in (30) is logarithmically singular at n = 0, see Eq. (8).
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mates can be rewritten in terms of the logarithmically small parameter f asf ¼ Oð1Þ: Xfm ¼ Oð1=3f Þ; cfm ¼ Oð1=6f Þ; Pm ¼ Oð2=3f Þ ð34Þ
Using the pressure estimate (34)c in Eq. (30), the opening away from the inlet BL is Xm ¼ Oð2=3f Þ.
According to Eq. (34)c, the pressure in the BL can be expanded in f:PmðfÞ ¼ 2=3f ðP0ðfÞ þOðfÞÞ ð35Þ
Propagation condition (33) and non-negative toughness Km P 0 require that hPmiP p2 ðTm=nfÞ. Conse-
quently, the 2nd and the 3rd terms in inner expansion (29) are logarithmically small compared to the 1st term.
Then, to the leading order in f, Eqs. (29) and (19) with the help of Eq. (35) yieldf ¼ Oð1Þ: Xfm ¼ hP0i

1=3
f
ð36Þ
cfm ¼

1=6
f
21=2hP0i1=2
; ð37Þrespectively. In the above, hP0i is the average of P0(f) over the BL, hP0i ¼
R 1
0
P0 df.
The leading order expressions in the BL, Eqs. (36), (37), agree with estimates (34) and also imply that the
opening in the BL to the leading order is a constant. Applying Eqs. (35)–(37) to the lubrication equation (17)
with Table 1(m), upon some algebra, neglecting small terms originating from the evolution terms (24) in Eq.
(17), such as ðTm=fÞðdf=dTmÞ ¼ 8p fðTm=nfÞðdnf=dTmÞ ¼ OðfÞ, and integrating in f yields1
2
ð1 fÞ2 þ 1
3
1 1
4
Tm
hP0i
dhP0i
dTm
	 

ð1 f2Þ ¼ hP0i2ðP0ðfÞ P0ð1ÞÞ ð38ÞAccording to the condition (18) at the ﬂuid front and Eq. (35), P0ð1Þ ¼ 2=3f Tm is small ðTm  1Þ and can
be neglected to the leading order. Thus, given average pressure value hP0i, Eq. (38) with P0(1) = 0 speciﬁes
quadratic variation of the normalized pressure in the ﬂuid lag from zero value at the ﬂuid front, f = 1, to the
maximum value at the inlet, f = 0. To obtain hP0i, we integrate Eq. (38) with P0(1) = 0 over the BL,
0 6 f 6 1,7 TmhP0i
dhP0i
dTm
¼ 18hP0i3 ð39ÞThe above evolution equation admits general solution in terms of the underpressure Tm and an integration
constant: hP0i3 ¼ 7T21m =ðconstþ 18T21m Þ. The choice of integration constant, const = 0, follows from the
requirement of non-trivial (i.e. non-zero) solution in the zero underpressure limitTm ¼ 0 whenever toughness
Km is non-zero. Thus,hP0i ¼ 7
18
 1=3
ð40Þand normalized pressure in the BL deﬁned by Eq. (38) with P0(1) = 0 is time independent.
Consequently, dependence of the BL solution (35), (36) on underpressure Tm and toughness Km is only
through that of the parameter f, or, equivalently, that of the ﬂuid fraction nf, see Eq. (31). To ﬁnd the ﬂuid
fraction nf, we substitute leading-order-expressions hPmi ¼ 2=3f hP0i, Eq. (35), and Eq. (37) with Eqs. (40) and
(31) into the propagation condition (33) to ﬁnd:9p
56
 1
4
ln
2
nf
 3
4Km
n1=2f
þ 144p
7
 1
3
ln
2
nf
 2
3Tm
nf
¼ 1 ð41ÞEq. (41) provides the ﬂuid fraction nf as an implicit function of Tm andKm. In the limit when eitherKm or
Tm is zero, an explicit expression for the ﬂuid fraction as a function of remaining non-zero parameter can be
obtained from (41)
Fig. 3.
in the
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4=3
m Þ3=2; Km ¼
243p
1792
 1=4
Km ð42Þ
Km ¼ 0: nf ¼ 2 Tm½Wð T3=2m Þ2=3; Tm ¼
8p
7
 1=3
Tm ð43Þwhere w =W(z) is the Lambert product log function (deﬁned as the solution of equation z = wew). The two
limiting solutions (42) and (43) correspond to the small-toughness (zero underpressure or time) and small-
underpressure (zero toughness) solutions in the vicinity of the O-corner of the parametric diagram
(Fig. 2b). In Eqs. (42), (43), power-laws of the Lambert function correspond to a small logarithmic correction
to the otherwise simple quadratic, nf K2m, and linear, nf Tm, asymptotic dependencies, respectively.
Evolution of the ﬂuid fraction with the small underpressure/timeTm for various values of the small tough-
nessKm, Eq. (41), is illustrated in Fig. 3 in the log–log scale. It can be noted that the zero toughness solution
(43) serves as an envelop for the small non-zero toughness solution (Fig. 3), i.e. provides its intermediate
underpressure asymptote.
In summary, the asymptotic small toughness, small underpressure/time solution is given by the implicit
expression (41) for the small ﬂuid fraction nf, and the fracture length cm = cfm/nf, pressure Pm and opening
Xm ¼ cfm Xfm are expressed below in terms of the crack coordinate n = nff, respectively,cm ¼
1
nf
9ef
28
 1=6
; f ¼ p
8 ln 2=nfð Þ
 
ð44Þ
PmðnÞ ¼ Hðn nfÞ
18ef
7
 2
3 1
2
1 n
nf
 2
þ 1
3
1 n
2
n2f
 ! !
ð45Þ
n nf: XmðnÞ ¼
7e5f
144
 1
6 4
p
ln
1þ ð1 n2Þ1=2
1 ð1 n2Þ1=2
 !
ð46Þ
n  nf: XmðnÞ ¼
7
144ef
 1=6
ð47Þwhere H(Æ) denotes the Heaviside step function.
4.2. Small viscosity solution (K-corner)
According to the discussion in Section 3.3, the K-vertex solution corresponds to the limit of inviscid ﬂuid
Mk ¼ 0, or, equivalently, of inﬁnite toughnessKm ¼M1=4k , Eq. (26). Since the ﬂuid lag vanishes in this limit,m
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ξ
f
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100
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m = 0
0.01
0.1
Evolution of the ﬂuid fraction nf with the dimensionless tip underpressureTm for diﬀerent values of dimensionless toughnessKm
small underpressure, small toughness solution (O-corner).
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toughness-scaling can be established from the governing equations (A.1)–(A.6) with Table 1(k) andMk ¼ 0 in
the following form (Garagash, in press, Eq. (32)):Pk0 ¼ p
1=3
8
; Xk0 ¼ p
1=3
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
q
; ck0 ¼
2
p2=3
; nf0 ¼ 1 ð48Þ(Note that the pressure boundary condition at the ﬂuid front, Eq. (A.2), PkðnfÞ ¼ Tk, is based on the con-
siderations for, however, small but non-zero lag, i.e. nf < 1, and, therefore is inconsequential in the case when
the lag is exactly zero, nf = 1.) When dimensionless viscosity is small but non-zero, Mk  1, the ﬂuid lag is
also small but non-zero and the pressure boundary condition at the ﬂuid front is, therefore, violated. This
points to the existence of the near tip boundary layer encompassing the ﬂuid lag. Consequently, the small vis-
cosity solution (K-corner) has to consist of the zero lag outer solution, away from the tip BL, and of the near
tip BL solution accounting for the eﬀect of the lag. In the following we brieﬂy recapitulate the zero-lag outer
solution of Garagash (in press) and then discuss the near tip BL solution and its matching with the outer
solution.
Outer solution. The outer solution is given by the series expansion in small Mk,ck ¼ ck0 þMkck1 Pk ¼ Pk0 þMkPk1 Xk ¼ Xk0 þMk Xk1 ð49Þ
governed by Eqs. (A.1)–(A.6) with Table 1(k) and nf = 1 (zero lag in the outer solution). (Note that the
assumption of zero lag in the outer OðMkÞ solution, Eq. (49), implies that the lag is the higher order term
in Mk, which is further validated from the matching of the outer and the lag BL solutions.) The ﬁrst term
of the outer expansion is given by the K-vertex solution (48). The next-order term is in the form (Garagash,
in press, Eqs. (40)–(42))ck1 ¼ 
32ð1þ 6 ln 2Þ
9p5=3
ð50Þ
Pk1 ¼ 8
3p2=3
1
24
þ ln 4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
q 
 3
4
n arccos nﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
p
 !
ð51Þ
Xk1 ¼ 8
3p2=3
2p 4n arcsin n 5
6
 ln 2
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
q
 3
2
ln
1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
p 1þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1n2p
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
p 1 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1n2p
2
664
3
775
0
BB@
1
CCA ð52ÞIt is worth noting that the outer solution (49) with Eqs. (48) and (50)–(52) is ‘‘outer’’ in the net-pressure only,
since its expression for the opening satisﬁes the near tip square root asymptote for the opening in the tough-
ness scaling Xk ¼ c1=2k ð1 nÞ1=2, Eq. (A.5) with Table 1(k), and, therefore, uniformly valid along the fracture
length (including the tip BL). The near tip asymptote of the outer solution for the net-pressure following from
Eq. (51) is1 n 1 : Pk ¼ p
1=3
8
þMk 4
3p2=3
lnð1 n2Þ þ 4 ln 2 17
12
 
ð53ÞBoundary layer solution.Given that the ﬂuid lag boundary layer is suﬃciently small, it can be safely assumed to
belong entirely to the vicinity of the fracture tip where opening is dominated by the LEFM square root asymp-
tote Xk ¼ c1=2k0 ð1 nÞ1=2 (1  n 1), see Eq. (A.5) with Table 1(k). On the other hand, to the leading order in
Mk, lubrication equation (A.1) in the ﬂuid-ﬁlled part (1  nf 6 1  n 1) of the tip BL is
ð2=3ÞMk X2k ¼ oPk=on. Integration of the latter using the ﬂuid front condition PkðnfÞ ¼ Tk, yields the
net pressure distribution in the tip BL1 n 1 : Pk ¼ Hðn nfÞTk þHðnf  nÞMk
2ck0
3
ln
1 n
1 nf
ð54Þ
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outer solution as follows:4 In
attains1 nf ¼ exp 
3p2=3
4
p1=3
8
þTk
 
M1k  5 ln 2
17
12
 	 

ð55ÞComposite solution. Expression (55) suggests that the lag is exponentially small for Mk  1 and is, indeed,
inconsequential in the outer solution.4 That is the composite small viscosity solution valid over the entire crack
length is given by the outer solution (49) with the provision that the net-pressure is equal to Tk over the
exponentially small lag, Eq. (55), namely,ck ¼ ck0 þMkck1 ð56Þ
Pk ¼ Hðnf  nÞðPk0 þMkPk1Þ Hðn nfÞTk ð57Þ
Xk ¼ Xk0 þMk Xk1 ð58Þwhere various terms can be found in Eqs. (48), (51), (50) and (55).
The small viscosity (large toughness) solution (56)–(58) corresponds to the OðMkÞ correction to the K-
vertex solution (48) characterized by the uniform distribution of the net-pressure and the classical square-root
opening proﬁle. For a detailed discussion of the identical (except for the exponentially small lag) small viscos-
ity solution in the limit of inﬁnite underpressureTk !1 (i.e. solution in the vicinity of the K-vertex along the
zero lag MK-edge) the reader is referred to Garagash (in press).
4.3. Asymptotic solution along the OK-edge (zero underpressure/time)
Consider now the ‘‘beginning’’ of the ﬂuid-driven fracture evolution which corresponds to a point on the
OK-edge of the MKO parametric space (Fig. 2). In the corresponding zero underpressure limit,Tm ¼ 0, nor-
malized governing equations expressed in terms of the crack coordinate n, Eqs. (A.1)–(A.6) in the viscosity
scaling, Eqs. (12) with Table 1(m), reduce to the following self-similar set of equations deﬁned over the extent
of the ﬂuid channel, 0 6 n 6 nf:Z nf
n
Xm dnþ 2
3
nXm ¼ X3m
dPm
dn
; PmðnfÞ ¼ 0 ð59Þ
c2m ¼ 2
Z nf
0
Xm dn ð60Þ
XmðnÞ ¼
Z nf
0
Gðn; n0ÞPmðn0Þdn0 ð61Þ
Km ¼ 2
7=2
p
c1=2m
Z nf
0
Pm dn
ð1 n2Þ1=2
or 1 n 1 : Xm ¼Kmc1=2m ð1 nÞ1=2 ð62Þwhere Xm ¼ Xm=cm. (In the order of appearance: lubrication combined with the pressure condition at the ﬂuid
interface, global ﬂuid continuity, elasticity and propagation condition.) The corresponding zero underpres-
sure/time self-similar solution Fmðn;Tm ¼ 0;KmÞ ¼ fXm;Pm; cm; nfg of Eqs. (59)–(62) is the function of
the constant dimensionless toughness Km, and the crack coordinate n. The time-dependence of the dimen-
sional opening, pressure, crack length, and ﬂuid channel length is given solely by that of the viscosity scaling
parameters, Table 1(m).
The OK-edge solution near the O- or K-vertices whenKm  1 andKm  1, respectively, is given by the
corresponding analytical asymptotic solutions discussed in previous sections. TheOK-edge ﬁnite toughness solu-
tion, which corresponds to the case when neither the ﬂuid-invaded part of the crack nor the lag are vanishingly
small, is obtained herein numerically. To avoid solving governing equations in an a priori unknown domain
(bounded by unknown ﬂuid boundary n ¼ nfðKmÞ), we postulate a value of nf and compute corresponding valuefact, expression for the lag (55) can be obtained directly from the outer solution requiring that the net-pressure in the outer solution
value Tm at the ﬂuid front n = nf.
Table 2
Dimensionless toughness parameter Km, crack length cm, net-pressure at the inlet Pm(0), crack opening at the inlet Xm(0), and the
numerical error for various values of the ﬂuid fraction nf
nf Km cm Pm(0) Xm(0) e
(51)
0.0001 0.0020 4740.0 0.163 1.113 4.79 · 107
0.001 0.0076 492.55 0.189 1.085 3.46 · 107
0.01 0.0306 51.767 0.229 1.055 1.31 · 106
0.03 0.0616 17.781 0.258 1.040 3.16 · 106
0.1 0.139 5.553 0.302 1.025 8.75 · 106
0.2 0.230 2.855 0.338 1.020 1.69 · 105
0.3 0.317 1.939 0.365 1.019 2.66 · 105
0.4 0.405 1.474 0.389 1.021 3.88 · 105
0.5 0.498 1.192 0.412 1.026 5.53 · 105
0.6 0.600 1.002 0.434 1.034 7.92 · 105
0.7 0.720 0.864 0.457 1.046 1.18 · 104
0.8 0.869 0.757 0.482 1.064 1.92 · 104
0.9 1.086 0.667 0.514 1.094 4.01 · 104
0.97 1.382 0.601 0.554 1.142 1.64 · 104
0.99 1.591 0.571 0.583 1.178 9.17 · 104
1  104 2.140 0.511 0.671 1.281 1.58 · 102
1  106 2.461 0.481 0.737 1.350 1.97 · 102
1  108 2.692 0.460 0.793 1.405 2.02 · 102
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elasticity equation (61) for the opening Xmðn; nfÞ and the pressure Pm(n, nf), and then evaluate fracture length
cm(nf), Eq. (60), and corresponding value of the toughness parameterKmðnfÞ, Eq. (62)a. The numerical algo-
rithm, described in details in Appendix B, makes use of a piecewise linear approximation of the net-pressure
Pm along the ﬂuid channel and corresponding analytical approximation for the opening Xm resulting from the
integration of the elasticity equation (61). Lubrication equation (59) evaluated at a set of collocation points is
then used to form an algebraic system of equations for the values of the pressure at the grid points. Numerical
error in the solution of lubrication equation (59) is assessed using the following quadratic measure:5 SeeeðNÞ ¼
Z 1
0
1 
X
3
m
dPm
dnR nf
n
Xm dnþ 23 nXm
2
4
3
5
2
dn ð63Þwhere N is the number of the pressure grid points.
The numerical solution has been carried out using 51 grid points uniformly distributed along the ﬂuid chan-
nel, n 2 [0, nf], for a set of ﬂuid fraction nf values given in Table 2, which also shows corresponding values of
the dimensionless toughness parameterKm, crack length cm, net-pressure and opening at the crack inlet, and
numerical error. The numerical error increases with the decreasing lag 1  nf or, alternatively, with increasing
toughness. This behavior is attributed to the emergence of the logarithmic net-pressure proﬁle characterized
by large pressure gradient near the crack tip. To ensure the convergence of the method for small values of the
lag (nf > 0.99 in Table 2), logarithmic net-pressure asymptote (53) of the K-vertex solution has been added as a
particular term in the net-pressure numerical solution, see Appendix B for details.
5. Results and discussion
In this section, results for the self-similar zero tip underpressure/time solution (the OK-edge) are presented
and contrasted to the O- and K-corner analytical asymptotic solutions. In plotting the results, solid lines are
used for the OK-edge solution and dashed lines are used for corner solutions.
Fig. 4 shows the ﬂuid fraction nf and the lag 1  nf as a function of the dimensionless toughness parameter
Km in the zero underpressure solution and in the O-corner, Eq. (42), and the K-corner,
5 1 nf ’Eq. (55) with Tk ¼ 0 andMk ¼K4m .
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Fig. 4. Self-similar zero tip underpressure solution: the ﬂuid fraction nf = ‘f/‘ and the lag 1  nf vs. toughnessKm. Solid lines show the
numerical OK-edge solution, dashed lines show the small and large toughness asymptotic solutions, corresponding to the O- and K-
corners in the parametric space in Fig. 2, respectively.
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, asymptotic solutions. This ﬁgure indicates that the lag decreases with toughness from the
unity, corresponding to zero ﬂuid fraction, at zero toughness (the O-vertex) to zero at inﬁnite toughness (the
K-vertex). Practically, the lag is at least 10% of the crack length forKm < 1 and is less than 0.1% of the crack
length forKm > 2. The vanishing lag in the latter large-toughness range is well approximated by the K-corner
exponential dependence.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the proﬁles of the dimensionless crack opening and net-pressure along the crack for var-
ious values of the ﬂuid front position nf from 10
4 to 1  108, corresponding to various values of the tough-
ness parameterKm from 0.002 to 2.7, respectively (Table 2). Solution for small values of the ﬂuid fraction nf,
or, alternatively, for small toughness, is well approximated by the O-corner solution, where the ﬂuid is local-
ized into the inlet boundary layer and the crack opening proﬁle is given by that of a crack loaded by a pair of
point forces at the inlet, Eq. (46). Solution for the ﬂuid fraction near unity (small lag, or, alternatively, large
toughness) is well approximated by the K-corner solution, where the opening in the zero-order approximation
is given by the classical elliptical crack proﬁle Xm ¼K2=3m p
1=3
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
p
(Eq. (48) and scaling relation (27)c).
Fig. 7 shows (a) variation of the dimensionless length cm and (b) variation of the dimensionless inlet values
of the net-pressure Pm(0) and the crack opening Xm(0) with the dimensionless toughness parameterKm in the
zero underpressure and the inﬁnite underpressure self-similar solutions shown by solid and dotted lines,
respectively. The latter solution corresponds to the MK-edge of the MKO parametric diagram where the ﬂuid
lag is identically zero. This solution is reproduced in Fig. 7 after Spence and Sharp (1985) and Adachi (2001) in
the ﬁnite toughness range and after Adachi and Detournay (2002) and Garagash and Detournay (2005) in the
small toughness range. The OK- and MK-edge solutions provide asymptotic bounds to the transient solution
of hydraulic fracture with the lag. An example of a transient solution trajectory, characterized by a constant
value of dimensionless toughnessKm ¼ 0:1, is shown by a thick arrow in Fig. 7: (a) normalized crack length is
decreasing by about 1500% in its evolution from small to large underpressure limit; while (b) normalized net-
pressure at the inlet is increasing by about 100% and normalized crack opening at the inlet is increasing by
about 10%. For larger values of toughness,KmJ 2, the small and large underpressure limits become practi-
cally identical, as the lag becomes negligibly small in the zero underpressure solution (see discussion of Fig. 4).
Furthermore, for values of toughness KmJ 4 both solutions are adequately approximated by the K-corner
solution (shown by the dashed line in Fig. 7).
The above discussion clearly indicates the prominent eﬀect of the ﬂuid lag on the hydraulic fracture evolu-
tion, assessed through the comparative analysis of the small and large time asymptotic solutions, for small
enough values of dimensionless toughness parameter Km. The small and large time asymptotic behavior of
physical (dimensional) crack length, net-pressure and opening can be obtained directly from the viscosity scal-
ing (Eqs. (12) with Table 1(m)).Namely, dimensional crack length ‘ = cmLm(t) with the lengthscale Lm  t2/3
(Table 1) evolves from the small time similarity solution cðOKedgeÞm LmðtÞ to the large time similarity solution
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Fig. 5. Self-similar zero tip underpressure solution: the dimensionless opening Xm ð¼ cm XmÞ along the fracture for various values of the
ﬂuid front position nf (corresponding values of toughness Km are shown in Table 2).
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Fig. 6. Self-similar zero tip underpressure solution: the dimensionless net pressure Pm along the fracture for (a) various values of ﬂuid
front position nf and (b) various small values of nf. (See Table 2 for corresponding values of toughnessKm.)
D.I. Garagash / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 5811–5835 5827cðMKedgeÞm LmðtÞ, see the insert of Fig. 7(a). (Note that even though cðOKedgeÞm > cðMKedgeÞm , the dimensional length
‘ increases with time due to the increasing lengthscale Lm(t).) Similarly, even though the inlet value of the
normalized net-pressure increases from the early to large time limit (Fig. 7(b)), the dimensional net-pressure
p  ro = em(t)E 0Pm with em  t1/3 is decreasing between the small and large time limits.
The data in Fig. 7 are replotted in Fig. 8 to show the dimensionless crack length cm, (a), and the inlet crack
opening Xm(0), (b), parametrized by the inlet net-pressure Pm(0). Fig. 8(a) together with scaling deﬁnitions
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Fig. 7. Self-similar zero tip underpressure solution: the dimensionless fracture length cm, (a), and the dimensionless net-pressurePm(0) and
crack opening Xm(0) at the inlet, (b), vs. the dimensionless toughnessKm. Dashed lines show asymptotic O-corner and K-corner solutions.
Dotted lines show the self-similar inﬁnite tip underpressure solution (Spence and Sharp, 1985; Adachi, 2001).
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lution of the inlet pressure. Interestingly, the plots corresponding to the zero underpressure solution (solid
line) and that to the inﬁnite underpressure solution (dotted line) practically overlap over the entire applicable
range of the dimensionless net-pressure (Pm(0)P 0.545). Note that each point on the overlapping curve cor-
responds to diﬀerent values of toughness parameter Km in the two solutions. For example, the point corre-
sponding to the M-vertex solution (inﬁnite underpressure, zero-toughness solution), see empty circle in
Fig. 8, corresponds to the zero underpressure solution withKm ’ 1:31. Consequently, an approximate over-
lap between the two solutions occurs in the rangeKmJ 1:31 of the zero underpressure solution and the range
0 6Km < 1 of the inﬁnite underpressure solution. It is then feasible to assume that the transient solution,
which describes the evolution from the zero underpressure to the inﬁnite underpressure limit, also belongs
to the same curve in the (cm, Pm(0), Xm(0)) space
6 when KmJ 1:31. However, tempting it is to draw a con-
clusion of a universal curve which lumps zero, inﬁnite, and transient underpressure solutions in the
(cm, Pm(0), Xm(0)) space in complete toughness range, this universality cannot be supported for values of
toughness below above threshold value. The calculations of the transient solution for the lower range of
toughness shows the lack of such universality (Lecampion and Detournay, submitted for publication).
Finally, it is of some interest to estimate physical tip underpressure range or propagation time range in
which zero tip underpressure solution is a reasonable approximation for a representative set of problem
parameters. For small dimensionless tip underpressure parameter Tm ¼ ðpt=E0ÞðE0t=l0Þ1=3, the departure6 Projections of which onto (Pm(0), cm) and (Pm(0), Xm(0)) planes are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively.
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Fig. 8. Self-similar zero tip underpressure solution: the dimensionless fracture length cm, (a), and the dimensionless crack opening Xm(0) at
the inlet, (b), vs. the dimensionless net-pressure at the inlet Pm(0). See also Fig. 7 for additional notation.
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(Tm ¼ 0:01), corresponding physical time range becomest 6 106  l
0E02
ðptÞ3
ð64ÞConsidering plane-strain modulus E 0 = 30 GPa representative of competent rocks and eﬀective fracturing ﬂuid
viscosity l 0 = 12l = 1 Pa s representative of ﬂuids used in hydraulic fracturing treatments of hydrocarbon res-
ervoirs, above time range becomes t 6 1 ms for (pt) = 1 MPa and t 6 103 s for (pt) = 10 KPa. The 1 ms
time range for the tip underpressure of 1 MPa corresponds to very short fractures for which the details of
the fracture source region (e.g., ﬁniteness of the pressurized borehole) not accounted for in this analysis,
may drastically alter the solution. Nevertheless, the zero underpressure solution, even if not physically obser-
vable in this case, would provide an appropriate initial condition for numerical computations of the transient
lag solution applicable at the later stages of crack propagation. On the other hand, for low values of the tip
underpressure (e.g., 10 KPa), the zero underpressure solution can adequately describe hydraulic fracture prop-
agation in physically meaningful time range. Low values of tip underpressure (pt) = ro  pf(tip) can occur
either in the near-free-surface fracture when both the absolute underpressure ro and the pressure in the lag
pf(tip) (bounded from above by the ambient reservoir pore pressure) are small, or in the deep fracture in the
‘‘overpressured’’ permeable reservoirs when pf(tip) is related to the ambient pore pressure which is approaching
the least principle stress (Economides and Nolte, 2000).
Geophysical problem of an ascending magma dyke near the Earths surface or of a laterally-propagating
magma-ﬁlled fractures (sills) from a near-surface magma chamber are another examples where a possible
low tip underpressure and large magma viscosity would promote ﬂuid lagging. Indeed, the exsolved volatiles
pressure pf(tip) in the tip cavity can be relatively high and comparable to conﬁning stress ro levels at depths
5830 D.I. Garagash / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 5811–5835between several hundred meters to a kilometer (Lister and Kerr, 1991). Thus, low values of the tip underpres-
sure in the above depth range and high magma viscosity7 may render the zero underpressure solution relevant
in an extended time range of propagation (64). Consequently, ﬂuid lag can have a direct eﬀect on the dyke
interaction with and the breakthrough through the Earths surface and on the magma lateral emplacement.
The modeling of these phenomena, however, requires additional considerations for the ﬂuid buoyancy eﬀect
(Lister, 1990) and/or for the free surface (crack in elastic half-space).
6. Conclusions
The problem of a plane-strain ﬂuid-driven fracture with a ﬂuid lag in an elastic medium has been addressed
under the condition of zero ﬂuid leak-oﬀ. Through investigation of scaling, the set of problem parameters has
been reduced to the two lumped dimensionless parameters: a constant Km ¼ K 0=ðE03=4Q1=4o l01=4Þ with the
meaning of dimensionless toughness and a time-varyingTm ¼ ðpt=E0ÞðE0t=l0Þ1=3 parameter with the meaning
of dimensionless underpressure in the lag region. The former uniquely deﬁnes solution trajectory in the prob-
lem parametric space while the latter prescribes evolution along the trajectory. This evolution takes place
between the two limiting solutions corresponding to the zero and inﬁnite values of the tip underpressure/time
parameterTm and is accompanied by the decreasing ﬂuid lag from the maximum value (as a fraction of frac-
ture length) atTm ¼ 0 to the zero atTm ¼ 1. Similarly to the inﬁnite tip underpressure, zero-lag solution of
Spence and Sharp (1985), the zero tip underpressure solution is self-similar; i.e., when expressed in terms of the
similarity variable n = x/‘(t), it depends on time through the scaling factors only. The zero tip underpressure
solution for the fracture half-length, ﬂuid fraction, ﬂuid net-pressure, and crack opening has the following
form, respectively:7 E.g‘ðtÞ ¼ E
01=6Q1=2o t
2=3
l01=6
cmðKmÞ
‘fðtÞ=‘ðtÞ ¼ nfðKmÞ
pfðx; tÞ  ro ¼
l01=3E02=3
t1=3
Pmðn;KmÞ
wðx; tÞ ¼ l
01=6Q1=2o t
1=3
E01=6
Xmðn;KmÞ
ð65ÞThis new solution provides the insight into the fracture propagation at early time or in the low tip underpres-
sure environment. Notably, the ﬂuid lag has a profound eﬀect on the solution in the lower range of dimension-
less toughness. The new analytical solution in the small toughness, small underpressure/time limit (the
O-corner solution) shows that injected ﬂuid is localized to an inlet boundary layer and the most of fracture
length is accommodated by the lag. Corresponding crack shape away from the inlet is given by that of a crack
loaded by a pair of point forces at the inlet. On the other hand, the ﬂuid lag is exponentially small for large
enough dimensionless toughness, and the zero, the transient, and the inﬁnite underpressure solutions collapse
onto the same asymptotic large-toughness solution, the K-corner solution, (Garagash, in press).
The new solutions developed in this work are relevant to the problem of a ﬂuid-driven fracture propagation
in the low underpressure environment or at early stages of the propagation. Interesting extensions of this work
motivated by both engineering and geophysical applications would include the study of (i) the interaction
between the ﬂuid lag and the free surface for a near-free-surface hydraulic fractures and magma dykes; and
(ii) the ﬂow of the pore ﬂuid between the permeable saturated solid and the fracture tip cavity (lag).
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Introducing scaling, Eqs. (12)–(15), into governing equations (3)–(11) we can obtain the set of equations
governing the solution for the dimensionless opening, pressure, crack length, and ﬂuid fraction,
Fðn; tÞ ¼ fX;P; c; nfg expressed in terms of the crack coordinate n = nff and time. (Alternative system of nor-
malized equations in terms of the channel coordinate f is presented in the main text, Eqs. (17)–(22).) Using the
rescaled opening X ¼ X=c, Eq. (16), these equations are as follows.
• Lubrication equation, n 2 (0, nf)1þ 2 t _c
c
	 
 Z nf
n
Xdnþ dþ t _c
c
	 

nXþ t _nf Xjn¼nf þ
Z nf
n
t _Xdn ¼ 
X
3
M
oP
on
ðA:1ÞThe overdot in Eq. (A.1) corresponds to the time derivative at ﬁxed n, ootjn ¼ ootjf 
_nf
nf
f oof, and d ¼ t _L=L is
equal to a constant 2/3 for fracture scalings deﬁned in Section 3.2.
• Pressure condition in the lagP ¼ T; n 2 ½nf ; 1 ðA:2Þ
• Global continuity2c2
Z nf
0
Xdn ¼ 1 ðA:3Þ• ElasticityX ¼
Z nf
0
Gðn; n0ÞPðn0; tÞdn0 T
Z 1
nf
Gðn; n0Þdn0; n 2 ð0; 1Þ ðA:4Þ• Propagation conditionX ¼Kc1=2ð1 nÞ1=2; 1 n 1 ðA:5Þ
or, alternatively,K ¼ 2
7=2
p
c1=2
Z nf
0
Pdnﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
p T arccos nf
 !
ðA:6ÞTable 1 provides expressions of governing dimensionless groupsM,K, andT in the viscosity and tough-
ness scalings.Appendix B. Numerical scheme for zero underpressure/time solution (OK-edge)
To obtain numerical solution for intermediate values of Km, 0 <Km < 1, we will use the methodology
similar to the one suggested by Garagash and Detournay (2000) for the solution of a semi-inﬁnite hydraulic
fracture with a lag. The ﬂuid channel 0 6 n 6 nfðKmÞ is an unknown function ofKm which is a part of the
solution. Instead of solving the problem equations in unknown domain, we prescribe the ﬂuid domain, i.e. the
ﬂuid fraction nf, and then obtain toughness parameter Km as a part of the numerical solution
fPmðn; nfÞ;Xmðn; nfÞ; cmðnfÞ;KmðnfÞg. The numerical procedure described below consist of the two main steps.
First, we use a piecewise linear approximation of the net-pressure over the ﬂuid channel in the elasticity equa-
tion to ﬁnd corresponding closed-form expression for the crack opening. Secondly, these approximations for
the pressure and opening are used to form a ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation of the lubrication equation, which
together with the zero net-pressure boundary condition at the ﬂuid front and the propagation criterion con-
stitute a non-linear system of algebraic equations on the unknown values of the net-pressure P at the grid
points along the channel and toughness Km. This set of equations is solved using the Newton iteration pro-
cedure in the Mathematica software, version 4.1 ( 1988–2001 Wolfram Research, Inc.).
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and approximating pressure Pm(n) as a piecewise linear function over a set of grid intervals [ni, ni+1], such
thatPmðnÞ ¼ ai þ bin; n 2 ½ni; niþ1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N ðB:1Þ
Using the pressure continuity at a grid point, the as and bs are expressed in terms of the unknown values of
the pressure at the grid points, P(i) = Pm(ni), asai ¼ PðiÞ  ni
Pðiþ1Þ PðiÞ
niþ1  ni
; bi ¼ Pðiþ1Þ PðiÞniþ1  ni
ðB:2ÞSubstitution of Eq. (B.1) in the elasticity equation (61) yields an explicit expression for the fracture openingXmðnÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
aiI1ðn; n0Þ þ biI2ðn; n0Þ½ n
0¼niþ1
n0¼ni ðB:3ÞFunctions I1 and I2 can be found in the formI1ðn; n0Þ ¼
Z
Gðn; n0Þdn0
¼ 8
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
q
arcsin n0 þ n0Gðn; n0Þ þ n 4
p
ln
n n0
nþ n0

þ F þðn; n0Þ
 
I2ðn; n0Þ ¼
Z
n0Gðn; n0Þdn0 ¼ 1
2
ðn02  n2ÞGðn; n0Þ  4
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n02
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
q
where complimentary functions F± are deﬁned asF ðn; n0Þ ¼ 4p ln
1þ n0n
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n02
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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p
Let us designate the left and the right hand sides of the lubrication equation (59)a by Um(n) and Wm(n), respec-
tively. Then, Wm(n) is easily evaluated from Eqs. (B.1) and (B.3)WmðnÞ ¼ bi X3mðnÞ; n 2 ½ni; niþ1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N ðB:4Þ
Using Eq. (B.3), Um(n) can be evaluated in the following form:UmðnÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
ai J 1ðnf ; n0Þ  J 1ðn; n0Þ þ
2
3
nI1ðn; n0Þ
 
þ bi J 2ðnf ; n0Þ  J 2ðn; n0Þ þ
2
3
nI2ðn; n0Þ
 	 
n0¼niþ1
n0¼ni
ðB:5Þ
Functions J1 and J2 are given byJ 1ðn; n0Þ ¼
Z
I1ðn; n0Þdn ¼ 1
2
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2
ð2n02 þ n2ÞF þðn; n0Þ þ n0nGðn; n0Þ
þ 4
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1 n02
q
arcsin nþ arcsin n0 n
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1 n2
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 
þ 1
2
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Z
I2ðn; n0Þdn ¼ 1
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2ðn0F ðn; n0Þ þ 3n0F þðn0; nÞ þ 3nGðn0; nÞÞ
þ 4
3p
n
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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1 n2
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 2ð1 n02Þ3=2 arcsin n
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 1
6
n3Gðn; n0Þ þ 8
3p
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3
ln
n n0
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In the view of expressions for as and bs, Eq. (B.2), and the pressure boundary condition at the ﬂuid front,
P(N+1) = 0, the set of N non-linear algebraic equations corresponding to the lubrication equation evaluated
at the mid-points of grid intervals
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ni þ niþ1
2
; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N ðB:6Þis solved for the N unknown values of pressure at the grid points: P(1), P(2), . . . , P(N).
Upon attaining solution for Pm(n), Eq. (B.1) with Eq. (B.2), and XmðnÞ, Eq. (B.3), corresponding to the
speciﬁed position of the ﬂuid front nf, the fracture dimensionless length cm, and corresponding value of dimen-
sionless toughness Km are computed by evaluating expressions (60) and (62)a, respectively,c2m ¼ 2
XN
i¼1
½aiJ 1ðnf ; n0Þ þ biJ 2ðnf ; n0Þn
0¼niþ1
n0¼ni ðB:7Þ
Km ¼ 2
7=2
p
c1=2m
XN
i¼1
ai arcsin n bi
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2
q	 
n¼niþ1
n¼ni
ðB:8ÞLarge toughness, small lag calculations. As toughness Km increases to large values or, equivalently, ﬂuid lag
1  nf decreases in the zero underpressure/time solution, the net-pressure gradient near the ﬂuid front becomes
large. This can be seen from the leading term of the near tip asymptote of the net-pressure resulting from using
the near tip opening asymptote (62)b in the lubrication equation (59) under condition that 1  nf 1  n 1,
Pm ¼ ð2cm=3K2mÞ lnð1 n2Þ. Note also that the latter asymptote is equivalent to the large-toughness asymp-
tote (53) in the view of the K-vertex solution (48) and scaling relations (26), (27).
The solution scheme based on the piecewise linear pressure approximation on a uniform grid along the ﬂuid
channel, Eq. (B.1), is not suited to capture large pressure gradient near the ﬂuid front at large toughness. To
improve the scheme and its accuracy in this limit, we express the net-pressure as the sum of logarithmic (tip)
and regular termsPmðnÞ ¼ PmðtipÞðnÞ þPmðregÞðnÞ ðB:9Þwhere Pm(tip) is taken in the formPmðtipÞðnÞ ¼ 2cm
3K2m
n lnð1 n2Þ ðB:10Þasymptotically equivalent to the one discussed above. (The latter has been multiplied by n to arrive to Eq.
(B.10) in order to simplify integration of elasticity equation (61).) For the regular part of the net-pressure
we adopt a piecewise linear approximation, as previously in Eq. (B.1),PmðregÞðnÞ ¼ ai þ bin; n 2 ½ni; niþ1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N ðB:11Þ
Continuity of Pm(reg) at a grid point yields expressions (B.2) for as and bs where now P(i) = Pm(reg)(ni),
i = 1, . . . , N + 1.
Expression for the fracture opening, Eq. (B.3), is modiﬁed accordinglyXmðnÞ ¼ XmðtipÞðnÞ þ
XN
i¼1
½aiI1ðn; n0Þ þ biI2ðn; n0Þn
0¼niþ1
n0¼ni ðB:12ÞwithXmðtipÞðnÞ ¼
Z nf
0
Gðn; n0ÞPmðtipÞðn0Þdn0 ¼ 2cm
3K2m
 2
p
F lnð1 n2; 1 n02Þ
	 
n0¼nf
n0¼0In the above expression, function Fln is deﬁned byF lnðz; z0Þ ¼
Z
ln
z1=2 þ z01=2
z1=2  z01=2

 ln z0 dz0 ¼ 2ðzz0Þ1=2ðln z0  3Þ þ ðz z0Þð1 ln z0Þ ln z1=2 þ z01=2z1=2  z01=2

þ 2zf lnðz0=zÞ
5834 D.I. Garagash / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 5811–5835where complimentary function fln is given byflnðzÞ ¼
Li2ðz1=2Þ  Li2ðz1=2Þ; z < 1;
p2=4; z ¼ 1;
Li2ðz1=2Þ  Li2ðz1=2Þ þ p2=2; z > 1;
8><
>:The discretized form (B.6) of the lubrication equation (59)a is then updated to include the contributions from
the tip term XmðtipÞ. Similarly, the right hand sides of expression (B.7) of the global balance equation (60), and
of expression (B.8) of the propagation condition (62)a are updated to include the respective tip contributions
2
R nf
0
XmðtipÞ dn and KmðtipÞ ¼ 8p ð2cmÞ
3=2
3K2m
2þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 n2f
q
ð2 lnð1 n2f ÞÞ
	 

. The updated form of non-linear equa-
tions (B.6)–(B.8) together with the zero net-pressure condition at the ﬂuid front is solved for cm, Km, and
N values of Pm(reg) at the grid points: P(1), P(2), . . . , P(N).References
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